NEHEMIAH

CHAPTER 3
“The person who says it cannot be done, should not interrupt
the person doing it.”
Chinese Proverb

NEHEMIAH CHAPTER 3

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? WHAT DOES THIS TEACH US?

WHAT’S GOING ON?
(3:1-4) Leaders model service as they take the lead in the work
(3:1-32) Rebuilding the Wall

(3:5) “Stick their neck out” - are there any works of service you refuse to do?
(3:12) Gender is no barrier to service
(3:20-22) Filling in the gaps - thank God for workers such as these
(3:27) Going the extra mile
(3:28-30) Do the work directly in front of you (Eccl 9:10)
(3:31-32) Note the absence in this chapter of any skilled labourers but the

WHAT’S BEING SAID OR DONE?

deliberate insertion of apparently unrelated skills and trades (3:8, 31-32)

(3:1-4) The Leadership (Eliashib) contributes to the work
(3:5) Tekoite nobles refuse to help

HOW DO WE APPLY THIS TO OURSELVES?

(3:12) Shallum and his daughters contribute to the work
(3:20-22) Other priests do the work around Eliashib’s House

The work we do is a contribution to, and for the benefit of, the whole

(3:27) Tekoites repair additional section to their own

Community. We start with the needs around the house, we stoop down

(3:28-30) Everyone working outside his own house

To the menial tasks and we assist our leaders and other members so that

(3:31-32) Goldsmiths and merchants repair additional areas

Their work is done also. (Gal 6:1-10)
The key to rebuilding is not gifts and abilities but passion and servitude

KEY VERSE:
“Above the Horse Gate the priests repaired, each one opposite his
own house.” (Neh 3:28)

SUMMARY

The place to begin our service is at home. While skill is important, a willing
Heart is essential. We pitch in where labour is scarce (regardless of the
Reason) and the value of the contribution is seen in its working to build
The Kingdom.

